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The Rock says. . . "Know your damn role--and shut your mouth!" But that simple
catch-phrase, embraced by the millions ñand the millions--of The Rock's fans,
can't begin to capture the spirit and larger-than-life personality of the most
electrifying man in sports-entertainment."

In this action-packed, revealing and outrageously funny memoir, World
Wrestling Federation Superstar The Rock recounts his life in and out of the ring
with unapologetic honesty and inimitable style. From his boyhood days traveling
around the world with his father (professional wrestler Rocky Johnson) to his
years as a football player at the University of Miami to his meteoric rise through
the ranks of the Federation, The Rock Says. . .chronicles in vivid detail the life
story of one of sports-entertainment's most innovative and best-loved
personalities.

The Rock recalls his injury-plagued career at Miami and a subsequent foray to
the Great White North, where he discovered that in Canada being a professional
football player is not exactly a glamorous life. After a few months of sleeping on
putrid, stained mattresses that he dug out of the garbage and subsisting on
nothing but plain spaghetti, "D.J." ditched his cleats forever and set his sights on
the path of his father and grandfather--wrestling.

Performing first in the minors as plain old Dwayne Johnson, then as "Flex
Kavana" and later as "Rocky Maivia," he quickly became one of the World
Wrestling Federation's hopefuls. But no matter how he tried to get over with the
fans, the stadiums greeted him with chants of "Rocky sucks! Rocky sucks!" He
then adopted the brash persona of The Rock--a snorting, spitting, snotting,
swearing son-of-a-bitch with the soul of a smart-ass comic and the body of an
Adonis--and he found his true calling as the "People's Champion."

The Rock will take fans on a guided tour of big-time professional wrestling, a
highly competitive business in which a handful of gifted and lucky performers
dominate, and all others dream of a moment in the spotlight. He provides a
breathtaking, minute-by-minute account of Wrestle Mania, the Super Bowl of pro
wrestling, including an intimate backstage look at rehearsals with his opponent,
Stone Cold Steve Austin. And he discusses in heartfelt detail the loss of his
friend and co-worker, Owen Hart.
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Filled with genuinely touching stories of love and strife, hilarious anecdotes,
inside accounts of an industry whose machinations have long been shrouded in
secrecy and dozens of previously unpublished photographs from The Rock's
personal collection, The Rock Says. . .is--as The Rock himself might put it--"the
coolest thing since the other side of the pillow if you smell what The Rock is
cookin'."
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In this action-packed, revealing and outrageously funny memoir, World Wrestling Federation Superstar The
Rock recounts his life in and out of the ring with unapologetic honesty and inimitable style. From his
boyhood days traveling around the world with his father (professional wrestler Rocky Johnson) to his years
as a football player at the University of Miami to his meteoric rise through the ranks of the Federation, The
Rock Says. . .chronicles in vivid detail the life story of one of sports-entertainment's most innovative and
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The Rock recalls his injury-plagued career at Miami and a subsequent foray to the Great White North, where
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months of sleeping on putrid, stained mattresses that he dug out of the garbage and subsisting on nothing but
plain spaghetti, "D.J." ditched his cleats forever and set his sights on the path of his father and grandfather--
wrestling.

Performing first in the minors as plain old Dwayne Johnson, then as "Flex Kavana" and later as "Rocky
Maivia," he quickly became one of the World Wrestling Federation's hopefuls. But no matter how he tried to
get over with the fans, the stadiums greeted him with chants of "Rocky sucks! Rocky sucks!" He then
adopted the brash persona of The Rock--a snorting, spitting, snotting, swearing son-of-a-bitch with the soul
of a smart-ass comic and the body of an Adonis--and he found his true calling as the "People's Champion."

The Rock will take fans on a guided tour of big-time professional wrestling, a highly competitive business in
which a handful of gifted and lucky performers dominate, and all others dream of a moment in the spotlight.
He provides a breathtaking, minute-by-minute account of Wrestle Mania, the Super Bowl of pro wrestling,
including an intimate backstage look at rehearsals with his opponent, Stone Cold Steve Austin. And he
discusses in heartfelt detail the loss of his friend and co-worker, Owen Hart.

Filled with genuinely touching stories of love and strife, hilarious anecdotes, inside accounts of an industry
whose machinations have long been shrouded in secrecy and dozens of previously unpublished photographs
from The Rock's personal collection, The Rock Says. . .is--as The Rock himself might put it--"the coolest
thing since the other side of the pillow if you smell what The Rock is cookin'."
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Editorial Review

Amazon.com Review
Hot on the bleeding heels of Mankind's Have a Nice Day! comes another memoir by a bad-guy character
World Wrestling Federation fans love to hate, edited by the same prose coach, the clever Jeremie Ruby-
Strauss (and coauthored by Joe Layden). Dwayne Johnson, a.k.a. the Rock--who calls himself "the People's
Champion," affects an arched eyebrow to convey entertaining menace, and coins catch phrases like a standup
comic--gives you plenty of colorful, jumbled action photos and the growling accounts of staged mayhem that
made Mankind's book a bestseller. But his story is more interesting than that of Mankind, his occasional ring
rival. The noisy action chapters alternate with passages of more reflective conventional autobiography: the
Rock is a third-generation pro wrestler, and his book amounts to a history of the sport. His grandpa, High
Chief Peter Maivia, was a Samoan important enough to be buried in Diamond Head's crater, and his dad,
Rocky Johnson, was George Foreman's sparring partner and the first African American World Wrestling
Federation Intercontinental champ. The Rock is candid about the battles his family faced outside the ring: the
marriage-testing road lifestyle, his dad's most important win (over the bottle), and the author's own
dangerous temper. There's something touching about the Rock's unpromising debut in his uncle Tonga's old
trunks, in his reverence for his elders--and something scary about his reaction when he thinks people lack
such respect.

What, you say? You'd rather hear about the Rock's "schmozz" (free-for-all) with Mankind, or Faarooq and
the interracial Nation of Domination, or that Budweiser-popping piece of trailer trash Stone Cold Steve
Austin, or the Undertaker, whose skin is "the color of bad meat"? You want to hear how he started out
sleeping on a pungent mattress retrieved from a garbage dump and wound up wearing Versace shirts and
chatting up Gennifer Flowers on TV at WrestleMania XIV? You crave the secrets of the Frankenstein, the
Gorilla Position, Jake the Snake, and Mankind's Mandible Claw (a dirty sock he shoves down opponents'
throats)? That's all here, too. Just hop in the ring--the Rock will show you around. --Tim Appelo

Review
"The Rock tells his story with humor, honesty, and not a little trash talk." -- --Chicago Tribune

About the Author

In addition to his home in Miami, where he lives with his wife, Dany, The Rock has a permanent suite at
Smack Down Hotel, on the corner of Know Your Role Boulevard and Jabroni Drive. He is the youngest
champion in World Wrestling Federation history.

Joe Layden is a freelance magazine writer and the author of several books, including All The Rage, with
Charles Haley. He lives in upstate New York, not far from the Professional Wrestling Hall of Fame.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Danny Whittemore:

The book The Rock Says... gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You should use to make
your capable more increase. Book can for being your best friend when you getting tension or having big
problem with the subject. If you can make examining a book The Rock Says... to become your habit, you can



get much more advantages, like add your own personal capable, increase your knowledge about a few or all
subjects. You can know everything if you like open up and read a book The Rock Says.... Kinds of book are
a lot of. It means that, science e-book or encyclopedia or other individuals. So , how do you think about this
book?

Matthew Hansen:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With examining you can get a lot of
information that may give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can certainly share
their idea. Textbooks can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their particular reader with
their story or maybe their experience. Not only situation that share in the books. But also they write about
advantage about something that you need example of this. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
your kids, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors in this world always try to improve their
proficiency in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write to the book. One of them is this
The Rock Says....

Colton Fierros:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray you actually, why because this The Rock Says... publication written
by well-known writer we are excited for well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who
read the book. Written inside good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and writing skill only for
eliminate your hunger then you still uncertainty The Rock Says... as good book not only by the cover but
also from the content. This is one guide that can break don't determine book by its handle, so do you still
needing a different sixth sense to pick this kind of!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already said so
why you have to listening to another sixth sense.

Joseph Robison:

Reading a book for being new life style in this season; every people loves to read a book. When you read a
book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your knowledge,
because book has a lot of information upon it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of
book that you have read. If you need to get information about your research, you can read education books,
but if you act like you want to entertain yourself look for a fiction books, this kind of us novel, comics, and
also soon. The The Rock Says... provide you with a new experience in reading through a book.
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